
Small Spaces
A water wise solution to 
growing your own vegetables,
by Malcolm Haines.

The Bureau of Meteorology has called it; the summer of 2018/19 in Australia was the
hottest on record! Headlines in major media outlets also informed us that the Town of
Gawler is among nine local government areas in Australia most vulnerable to the impact of
extreme heat (1). Gardens are becoming increasingly stressed under these conditions, at the
same time as it is important to cultivate green space in our urban and peri-urban areas to
help cool our communities. Drought adds the challenge of balancing water conservation
with keeping gardens alive in periods of low rainfall. In early 2019 Gawler Environment
Centre presented Climate Smart Communities North, a series of free workshops on water
sensitive gardens and urban greening to help local gardeners maintain productive gardens
and keep their homes cool in hot weather. A series of handouts, like this one, were developed
for the workshops and are available from the GEC office or on our website:
www.gawlerenvironmentcentre.org.au

Introduction

With residential block sizes decreasing,
gardens for small spaces are becoming
increasingly relevant. Apartments and
offices can also benefit from a small
scale approach, as can the elderly, the
frail or, like me, the lazy! Our garden
‘Ligaya Garden’ has only 60 square
metres of ground at the front and this
provides for a comfortable amount of
our food and medicines. The back has
18 square metres of aquaponics space
that adds to that bounty. 
 
One of the joys of building a small
garden is the design process. They can 
be anything from a single large pot 
or planter box to a lush labyrinth 
of tropicals. You may even want 
a movable garden. 

Recently,the GEC ran a vertical
gardening workshop to introduce
people to space and labour saving ideas
for making small space more useful,
decorative and productive. 
 
This workshop follows on from that 
but can also be taken independently
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Benefits of small gardening

Ease of design - When you’re starting
out, a small space represents a limited
number of plants and design elements.
That makes it simple to get started 
as long as you don’t overthink things. Of
course, the more you learn about small
space gardening, the more you will
overthink things...it’s only natural!

Plants for small space gardens

There are so many plants for small
spaces, the main thing to look at when
deciding what to plant is their
requirement for light.
 
After light, the theme of your garden
will be the biggest influence on your
choice of plants. A succulent garden 
is the most straightforward and easiest,
a water garden is not too hard either. 
 

If you are looking at a herb garden,
many herbs thrive in full sun and
modest water.
 
Tropical plants benefit from small
garden design. By keeping heat and
light down and moisture and humidity
up, you will be amazed at what 
will grow.
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Further information

Gawler Environment Centre's Climate
Smart Communities North project has
produced a number of handy
information leaflets on wicking beds,
raingardens and vertical gardens. Pop in
to the office to grab a copy.

www.gawlerenvironmentcentre.org.au
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Ease of maintenance - Small spaces are
easy to look after, there’s just less 
of everything. Small spaces lend
themselves to the ‘no dig’ method 
of gardening.
 
Ease of access - You can plant things 
at exactly the height you need. This 
is terrific for differently abled folks and
represents a great deal of ease for the
rest of us too.
 
Cost - Until you get ‘THE GARDENING
BUG’, small gardens need less material
to build them. There’s less plants 
to buy, less soil or potting mix. Once
you get ‘THE BUG’ however, they are
just like any garden - there’s always
another plant to try, another layer
to build, more trellis, more... more!
 
Climate control - One interesting
aspect of small gardens is the fact that
you can control the immediate climate
to keep the plants healthy and even use
them to help cool or heat your house.
 
One great way to do both is to install 
a misting system. This waters the plants
and cools the air in the immediate
vicinity. If you have a small garden by a
door or window, this can act 
as a small air conditioner for you.
 
Over summer, it is easy to shade 
a small garden and use that shade 
to cool your house. In winter you can
easily cover parts with transparent
plastic to create one or more
greenhouses. We do this every year for
the small vertical garden by our front
door. This blocks cold air and heats the
space immediately by the front door.

Things to keep in mind

Light and Shade - The differences
between these are magnified in a small
garden. Plants need about 4-6 hours 
of good light per day. Much less that this
and they get long and leggy and pale. Of
course, it depends on the type of plant.
There are some plants that just love
shade. The more severe angles that are
generally found in a small garden can
create more shadow. Often, gardeners
use raised beds, trellises and pergolas to
squeeze that extra little space. These are
great things in themselves but can cause
trouble if positioned poorly. Often we
only think of the amount of light
available to our most recent project.

Watch the light - The amount of light
you get in your garden is the main
factor in determining its success.
 
See what is working - Check what 
is already growing well in the area you
want to make into your small garden.
There may be a plant or two that are
already thriving. These can guide you
in deciding which plant types to put in.
Leave in one or two of what is working
as nursery plants for the others you will
add. If you look at the existing plants
from the new viewpoint of small scale
gardening, you may decide that they
are great just as they are and build
around them
 
Vertical - Many plants can be stacked 
in one space using bottle gardens
or dedicated, wall mounted pots, this
saves an enormous amount of space for
the same amount of plants.

Layers - There are three key vertical
layers in garden design that can 
be applied to small scale gardening. 
They are:

Time - The changing seasons present 
a great opportunity for small space
gardens as different plants flower and
yield with different seasons. You can
grow two different plants with
flowering or fruiting times in one 
small space.
 
Overhead - You can fit another layer
into the garden by going overhead. This
can mean adding a pergola, trellis 
or cable above you. It’s an excellent way
to shade a garden in summer using fast
growing vines.

Watering and Drainage

Most likely, a large proportion of your
small garden will be in raised beds 
or planters. It’s important to allow
adequate drainage in winter and 
to ensure that they don’t dry out
in summer. Wicking beds are 
my first choice (GEC has info on
wicking beds and how to build them).
 
A small garden suits itself nicely 
to polypipe irrigation and drippers.
They can target the plants root zones
almost perfectly and reduce the amount
of water you need to use. Of course, you
might be able to cover all of your small
garden with one sprinkler.
 
In a small space, it’s easy to use 
a decorative mulch to highlight aspects
of the garden. Pebbles, coloured mulch,
many things are available at your local
garden centre and landscape supplier.
My favourite, though, is to use plants.

Design tips for maximising space

Groundcovers (0 - 0.5m)
Bush layer (0.5 - 1.5m)
Tree layer (1m and above)

In 1 square metre of ground space, you
can have a tree with a bush sheltered
beneath it and a layer of groundcovers
below this. You can add a second
vertical layer in the same place and
grow a vine or creeper up the tree too.
That’s 4 plants in 1 square metre. 
 
You can go nuts and add a seasonal bulb
that peeks up through the ground cover
layer. Thats 5 layers, represented 
by 5 different plants in 1 square metre
of ground space.
 
Straight lines - In a small garden, a lot
of space can be wasted by the lost space
between curves. Think of two large
round pots placed next to each other.
There is an area of space lost between
them. Now think of two square pots
positioned neatly beside each other.
There’s no space lost. This could
represent the space needed for ‘just one
more’ plant.
 
Triangles - One of the best ways 
to cover an area, especially an oddly
shaped one, is to think 
in triangles. By mixing triangles 
of different sizes, you can get 
a continuous cover over the oddest
shaped area. This is really just for the
design and sketching out stage - plants
tend to grow in circles, not triangles!


